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#

Pro Position(s)

21

RB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)

Abdullah, Ameer

COLLEGE

Games Started

32

22

INJURIES
KEY STATS

2015 - 2nd DET

Detroit Lions

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

Positions Started

Captain

RB

No

16

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

5090

203

4.6

1.6

30.00

BEST

PROJECTION
SCHEME FIT

50%

2017: Neck Injury out week 12 and 13 (rumored that it was partially due to play) , 2016: Foot
injury in Week 2 had him out for the entire season , 2015: Shoulder Surgery post season (missed
no time)
Fumbled 5x in 2015, only 2x in 2017. His 5 TDS in 2017 were all in wins and 4 out of the 5 versus
divisional rivals. Note his yards/attempt in 2017 dips to 2.9 when in shotgun, versus 3.7 from
under center

Weight

WORST

Turchyn, Nick
TEAM

Height

TAPES VIEWED

Scout Name (Last, First)

YEAR - RD - TEAM

Nebraska (NEUN)
Games Played

DOB (Age)

6/13/93 (25)

8 3/5

42.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.79

3.95

130

24

2018: ARI 9/10,@NYG 9/18, ATL 9/24, @MIN 10/1, @GB 11/6
Athletic Ability, Competitive Toughness, Finish, Speed to Perimeter
Burst, Vision, Ball Security, Recovery
Role player who can be a reliable runner and pass catcher when called upon to relieve starters or
have a place in a rotation. He is most valuable in an O/S zone blocking scheme with a very good
offensive line that can provide defined seams to take advantage of his perimeter speed. Lacks the
burst and vision to carry the majority of the workload as either runner or receiver and should
avoid Gap schemes.
O/S Zone Blocking system where passing attack is prominent

SUMMARY
4th year RB who has started 22 of 32 games who bounced back from 2016 foot injury to play a lot in 2017. 3rd year in
Jim Bob Cooter's scheme, where he is a 2-down back who primarily runs from under center and sees limited action in the
passing game. Adequate height and weight with poor hand size and arm length, displays solid athletic ability with good
speed to the perimeter, good physicality for his size, and good reliable hands when he is featured in the passing game. In
the running game, at his best with depth from center of at least 7 yards (Pistol formation, or QB under center), displays
solid footwork into the mesh point or receiving pitch in the backfield where multiple strides provide good speed to the
perimeter on O/S Zone runs and I/S Zone runs. Possesses solid competitive toughness in his cutback ability to defined
vertical or 90 degree seams showing good pad level and physicality running tight with adequate play strength and solid
finish to fall forward on majority of runs. In the passing game, possesses solid ability when featured on early downs
mostly out of Shotgun getting into routes with solid footwork and consistent cuts with body control. Possesses reliable
hands catching the ball away from his body with good physical awareness to secure it in traffic and solid anticipation of
the space around him. In the screen game, has solid ability to create yards before and after contact and his desire to get
north aggressively versus defenders shows. In pass protection, shows adequate mental processing to pick up defenders
and a real willingness to step into pass rushing lanes. Struggles with running plays out of Shotgun or at a depth less than
7 yards from the line of scrimmage, where he possesses marginal vision needing space and time to make his reads. Often
does not have the patience to allow blocking schemes to develop in front of him, on top of his blockers at the point of
attack. This seems to stem from his marginal burst when the hole is identified or when he needs to escape the backfield
requiring multiple strides to get going. Was not featured in Gap schemes often, could be tied to burst and lack of vision
in traffic. Does not create on his own, struggles with adjusting to defenders penetration in the backfield, and when the
landscape ahead of him is undefined he seeks the outside perimeter as refuge. Ball security issues can arise (particularly
at the end of runs falling forward) and he displays poor recovery ability and has led to at least one benching in 2017.
Receiving wise, he rarely saw a third down and the question should be raised if he has issues with higher workload. In
pass protection, his adequate size can allow him to be overpowered easily by rushers. Overall, he is a role player who
can be a reliable runner and pass catcher when called upon to relieve starters or have a place in a rotation. He is most
valuable in an O/S Zone Blocking Scheme with a very good offensive line that can provide defined seams to take
advantage of his perimeter speed. Lacks the burst and vision to carry the majority of the workload as either runner or
receiver and would avoid Gap schemes.

